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Introduction
"Time Puzzle", an exhibition of Fine Art Cibachrome
photographs, was first shown at the Malone Gallery, Rochester,
New York on April 26, 1987. The show satisfied one of the
requirements necessary for earning the Master of Fine Arts Degree
from Rochester Institute of Technology. The show contained
twenty- five cibachrome prints 32" x 26" and 37" x 42" in size.
The prints were matted and framed in black.
A substantial number of people arrived at my thesis sharing
held in the MFA room at RIT, three days after the show's opening.
I remember the difficulty I had with this event. My mind could
not gear itself toward the questions that were being asked about
the work. I seemed to be saying everything and anything to get
through them. I felt as though I were saying nothing. Questions
were asked regarding the significance of the shooting location,
choice of mood colors, whether the work represented surrealism or
symbolism and what influence my Grandmother's and mother
'
s past
had on my shooting decisions. I remember wishing there could
have been someone else there to answer the questions. Someone
who had a more extensive photographic background; someone who
could speak better than I could. During that one hour, I had a
chance to express my ideas and attitudes about my work. During
that entire hour, all I wanted to do was to go home.
I was experiencing my adopted Picasso blue period after I
had a show. After two years of extensive experimenting, the work
was finally hanging on display. The show would be down in a
week .
I was also experiencing something else the day of the
sharing; something that I was all too familiar with. I had a
hangover. This hangover was a by-product of three days of heavy
drinking started on the night of the show's opening. My mind was
racing from one thing to another- My heart was pounding. There
was a continuous piercing ring in my ears. I was experiencing
anxiety attacks. I felt as if I were going to swallow my tongue
at any second or faint and never wake up. The extreme
nervousness I was feeling was not coming from the questions being
asked, but from the fear that at any minute I was going to have a
complete breakdown in front of the entire group of people that
had assembled. During that thesis sharing hour, I dug my
fingernails into my arm causing it to bleed. I concentrated on
the pain to keep my mind off the anxiety attacks. That hour was
a nightmare .
The nightmare lasted through August 17, 1988. That was the
date of my last drink.
This thesis addresses my alcoholism and its influence on my
work. The photographs contain beautiful colors and wisps of
loveliness. The photographs are images of what I wished my life
were all about. The photographs are masks of things in my heart
that could not be spoken. The drink took the pain away and made
my life bearable. The drink took me into an exciting, daring
world. This was a world that loved me, and I loved it back. It
was a sexual world. It was a world that offered great ideas that
materialized into the rooms that I was photographing. When I was
composing, the more I would drink the more I would be in touch
with that world. Alcohol opened the doors to the parts of my
mind that normally stayed shut.
Alcohol and I were long time friends and partners.
Neither was without the other for very long. Alcohol, at the
time of composing Time Puzzle, was simply a part of my life. I
did not spend time analyzing its effects on me or my work.
Thinking back to those composing times, alcohol often had a
positive effect on the work. It allowed me to materialize the
characters and environments that only my mind knew. The
characters and environments came from dreams of the past and of
the future. My state of awareness at the time of composing was
on these visions. The visions modified my own level of
consciousness. Alcohol assisted the process and allowed me to
surrender to my closed personalities, so full of tension,
bringing them forth into magical worlds which I created within
the rooms of the house. The photographs became an embodiment of
these magical worlds.
Whenever my photographs are viewed, I am always questioned
as to how I used and manipulated the colors to make them appear
so intense. I always aimed at perfection of color within my
scenes. Color was my way of expressing how I felt. Color, then
and now, is used to communicate emotions, feelings and desires I
have. When composing a scene, I would carefully situate the
lighting and then introduce the color. I would start with an
abundance of colors, as with a paint palette, and flood the space
which I was working in. The colors came from gels I attached to
theater lights. I would delete and add colors to fit the
situation. It is hard to say why I chose the colors I did at any
particular time. Usually when I entered a room I would survey
the area, and wait for a scene to enter my mind. I sorted
through many gels trying to find the ones that would translate
the feelings I wanted to express. The colors that I chose were
those that directly influenced and stimulated me at the time.
The intensity of the colors in the photographs is the result of
different light sources, combinations of different colored gels,
and long exposure times. Within the compositions there would
always be a subject. I would assign one primary color to it.
Intensifying and exaggerating the auxiliary colors enriched the
scenes, and allowed me to probe deeper into the subject. My
ideas were subjective; the colors were planned and used
accordingly .
Many times the colors themselves were recognized as
characters in the scenes. I used the gelled lighting to cast
mysterious shadows which later became suggestive subjects. Long
exposures caused these colored shadows to seep through a scene
creating a surreal presence. I wanted the scenes to radiate an
illusion of time standing still. I wanted the colors to lure me
with desire into scenes.
The 4 x 5 camera allowed me greater freedom to visually
manipulate the scenes. Small details, such as a slight shadow
from a peacock feather or the need to flash the edge of a
curtain, could be found and dealt with easier using the larger
format. The camera gave me exactness that was extremely
important to the work. During the composing sessions, I spent
considerable time adjusting and refocusing. Certain lines, for
example the ceiling molding, the hardwood floors, the edge of the
tub, or the way a dress hung off a door, had to be perfectly
straight. Some details had to appear slightly out of focus to
represent the dream.
Manipulating the camera and the color gels created the
environment; composition organized the elements. I tried to
establish relationships between the objects or props and the
entire surrounding space. What mattered was the desire the
objects had for each other and as a whole. Creative lighting and
camera positioning affected the temperaments of the objects, and
brought new dimensions and objectivity to the compositions.
I kept journals. Within these journals are pages and pages
of scribbles, pictures, notes, and letters. I always wrote how I
felt at the time I was doing something. The following excerpts
are taken from two journals I kept while doing the work of "Time
Puzzle". Most of the time I did not bother to date my writings;
however, the seasons I created the work in stand out perfectly in
memory. Most of the entries in my journals were not done in
diary form. When I was thinking of an idea or a thought that
might enter my mind, I would jot it down. Parts of the following
journal entries were written during photography sessions. I
would stop working and briefly write down my thoughts. There is
also specific information on the history of the house and on my
family background which I rewrote in summary form. Journal
Book 1 contains writings that start with my first year in the MFA
program. This was the time when I learned processes and studied
the history of Photography. Journal Book 2 concentrates solely
on the thesis work "Time Puzzle". I hope to enlighten the reader
somewhat on how the work was conceived mentally by sharing some
of the thought processes that occurred at different stages.
Toward the end of Journal Book 1, I began to write about
frustrations I was experiencing and a relationship that I was
having. The frustrations are important; I had them on a daily
basis, and they challenged me to move on with my work. The
relationship mentioned was referred to later when composing.
Personal notes inserted at the time.
I wish I could learn black and white faster so that I
can get on with creating- I feel like a child in
kindergarten wanting to do algebra and being told to
learn numbers .
Robert is from Australia. I'm not sure if it is his
appearance or his accent that attracts me the most.
Robert is daring to my senses- I want to inhale
everything about him.
I need someone in my life right now- makes my work go
easier .
Ask me to go back with you to Australia.
Ask me, ask me. Ask Me!
Spring . 1986 .
He is gone.
He told me he didn't love me- He lied to me all these
months. I hate him.
The loneliness is back.
One bottle of Seagram isn't enough, the pain is still
killing me .
My heart is in my throat- I can't breathe- Why did this
happen? How deep can deep be??
I never did see, speak or hear from Robert again. There are
many blank pages that follow the last entries of Journal Book 1,
all have a scribble at the top. On the last three pages of the
book are three charcoal sketches. The first is of a peacock
perched on a rafter inside a barn. The second one is of a white
house in the woods with a giant owl sitting on top of a cedar
tree- The third is of a figure, lying in a dark corner on a hard
wood floor .
8Journal Book 2. "Time Puzzle"
Introduction
Journal Book 2. begins with a detailed sketch of my
grandmother's home in Dansville, New York. Next to it is a pen
and ink drawing, and finally a small watercolor of the house.
After months of searching for subject matter to concentrate my
thesis on, I had finally decided to use the house as my studio.
I have a detailed account of the history of the house, that my
mother gave me, written down in my journal. I have condensed
this history in order that the reader will obtain a feel for the
house and the people that once lived there. Following this brief
history, I have entered my own thoughts as they were when I first
entered the house. I had been out of New York state since I was
eighteen and my visits back were mainly to my parents home in
Hornell. I continue with an account of some thoughts on the
beginnings of the work. These include how I worked and what
influences triggered my responses. The final writings are about
the sessions and the work.
The Zerfass House
The original title, "Time Puzzle", was thought up by my
mother, Jacqueline Frances Zerfass Beyer- She was born and
raised in the house that I chose for subject matter of my thesis
project. The house, nestled within the Genesee river valley
where rich nursery soil produced pine, walnut and cherry trees,
was to become my studio.
My first intentions were to document the white bungalow
style house undisturbed. Built in 1918, the house is located on
Zerfass Road in Dansville, New York. It was designed by my
grand father, Milton Rowe Zerfass, who owned and operated a
nursery farm. The long line of Zerfass ancestry had been
productive in the nursery business and had lived on this land
since the town's existence. The original covered wagon that the
pioneer
Zerfass'
arrived in was preserved in the garage. At one
time the farm covered hundreds of acres of prime, fertile valley
land which had been parceled and sold. Looking out through the
front windows of the house, I could see the end of the runway of
the Dansville Airport on land which used to be part of the
Zerfass farm. Diabetes and a heart attack ended my grandfathers
years at the farm. My grandmother, a school teacher, florist,
and actress, remained in the house for many years after my
grandfather's untimely death. His death was obviously a blow and
turning point in her life. She gave up her florist business and
resumed teaching kindergarten full time. She taught through her
70th year and then retired. She lived at the Zerfass house for a
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few more years, tending her magnificent gardens. Later, when her
health started to fail, she moved to my parents home. She never
returned to live at the Zerfass house. It was maintained by my
parents, and to this day it stands as it did in the past. The
gardens are somewhat depleted and overgrown, but most of the
trees are still standing including the giant catalpas which line
both sides of Zerfass road. My grandfather, whom I never had the
opportunity to know, had planted those trees when he was very
young. Their giant leaves and long thin pods are a remembrance
of how grand a place the house and its grounds once were-
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"Time Puzzle "-Memories . Fall 1986
My grandmother was quite ill at the start of my composing
sessions. She hadn't lived in the house for ten years, yet it
appeared as if she hadn't left it at all. Not much had changed
when I decided to go back to the house in 1986. Standing in the
driveway that day, I took time to evaluate. The house had not
changed as much as I had, but we had both gotten older. Lines of
wear were on both our faces and our souls had changed. The house
had matured, growing gracefully old with ease, harboring gray
squirrels, owls and woodchucks. Headstrong and willful, I had
not yet resigned myself to giving up my adolescence. I seemed to
be searching for something I had missed or lost. But on that
particular day the only thing that the house and I had in common
was a feeling of emptiness.
When I entered the house, the smells of the old spices in
the kitchen, the mustiness of the cellar, and the mothballs in
the bedrooms jarred my senses; my thoughts returned to the times
I had once spent there. It had been years since I had last sat
down at my Grandmo ther's dining room table for a holiday meal.
Most of my Grandmother's possessions were where they had been
left the day she had moved out. She didn't take much with her,
thinking she would come back to it eventually- Her elegant
dinnerware lay stacked neatly in the pantry cupboard, her Hummels
precisely placed on the fireplace mantle, and her mink coat hung
alone in the den closet. Her violet colored bedroom off the back
porch contained her long cherry dresser and bed. Everything in
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the bedroom appeared in tact, except the bedding was missing.
Only the gray-striped feather tick lay comfortable on the
mattress .
The Venetian blinds were closed tightly on all of the
windows causing a dead stillness. The heat came on blowing warm
air up through the old black grated register. The low hum of the
heat blowing made sounds resembling low moans. As I warmed up by
a register, I remembered how I used to feel so safe when the heat
came on. Sometimes I would be allowed to sleep on the big blue
couch next to the register. Usually I would hear the sound of
the heat and go right to sleep. Once there was a scratching
sound; it was a mouse that had gotten trapped in the register. I
remembered waking up my grandmother, scared that the mouse would
get me. I spent the rest of the night in her billowy bed.
However, at the same time I remembered how frustrated I was when
I had to listen to her snore the rest of the night. Entering her
bedroom, I remembered an incident that had always stayed in my
mind. My grandmother was highly superstitious and, I believe,
had some ESP powers. One time, when I again ended up in her bed,
she awoke in the middle of the night having had a terrible
nightmare which involved a dear friend of hers, Senator Austin
Erwin. At daybreak the telephone rang informing my Grandmother
that Senator Erwin, whom had not been sick, died in the night of
a heart attack. I was quite frightened over this experience and
heartbroken over the anguish my grandmother suffered.
It all seemed different now, I had a different purpose for
being here. The house was my studio, and I intended to transform
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it to fit my needs. My eyes were seeking angles, colors and
objects for the purpose of creating art. I was ready to begin
14
Time Puzzle"-The Work
Months went by before I began my work at the house. I
experimented with materials and ideas, trying to put my finger on
something. Oddly enough, I spent considerable time painting. I
needed a distraction to keep from leaving the house when I
couldn't accomplish something with the camera.
During the painting exercises, my subconscious would take
over allowing my own hidden desires, fantasies, and dreams to
surface. When these painting frenzies occurred, I would try to
think about my past experiences in the house and express them on
the paper; this would work for only awhile. My mind would not
lock in on those times for some reason. I painted about things,
personal feelings that I felt inside and allowed my own
adventures to thrust back from the past and onto the paper.
These thoughts were thrown out into the rooms of the house.
I worked alone. As much as I could have used some
assistance, I did not want to reveal or give explanation of my
behavior or of the work I was doing. The work was a secret of
sorts, not ready to be explained, just to be. However, I always
felt "something" witnessing my behavior even though the camera
lens and film were my only extra assistants.
Dabbling at one time in fiction, I attempted play
acting, dealing with whatever mood I was in on that day. I would
step out of myself and become someone or something else. Mystery
would spill into the scenes until a
"mind"
scenario fell into
place. The possibilities were boundless. I would begin by
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mentally plotting out different parts of the house to photograph.
Thoughts of who or what I was going to be on a particular day
j umped into my mind. The wonderful thing about it all was that I
was controlling it. I was the director. I had the power to
alter my moods increasing my ability to create and change my
personalities and situations.
Thoughts of ardent infatuations, fervent romances, and
hostile confrontations possessed me at times to limits which have
no explanations. Sometimes the revelation of a days creation was
born suddenly, stimulated by the sight of an object. When I
worked with my dreams, I felt I was sharing a metaphysical
reality, and the end result was proof of it to mysel f .
Concerns on a particular day. Fall 1986.
I am plagued by my inability to make an idea
materialize. COME TO ME IDEA! I am not sure about
using the house as a studio.
The house scares me a little-
Some times I feel that I shouldn't be thinking such
absurd thoughts in this house as if my mind were
violating it
somehow-
Next Day
Beautiful outside- Big owl that lives in cedar tree
beside garage flew out when I drove in- He has an
incredible wing span. Reminds me of the eagles I used
to watch from my window in
Oregon- That seems so long
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ago- Wish I could go back. So warm out- Can smell Mr.
Mark's Pigs next door- Smell old spices from kitchen-
And Mildew- Cleared out everything in dining room- Put
down huge pieces of mural paper- Painted for hours.
Painted five huge, horrible, mask-like warriors- They
are angry- mean- miserable looking- Love colors- Wild!
Leap off the paper- Faces look like Kabuki actors
or. . .fighting cocks! Took murals upstairs to attic-
Attached them to rafters with clear push-pins. They
are just hanging- They move slightly. Put lighting
behind them- Love it! Their faces are alive- Colors
are bouncing off the roof!
Sweating- Nervous!
Attic loves these faces!
Next Day-MFA critique.
Bad critique on the mask work.
They want to know why I did it- why I painted those
faces-why , why , why - My answers didn't impress them I
guess- What did they want me to say anyway- That my
mind tells me to do this. I am doing what I have to
do. Subconsciously I do the work to unload mysel f of
feelings and visions I am having- So there. Why does
anyone do what they do- Either they want to or They
have to- It's that simple.
I don't give a Damn- All my life I've done what others
wanted me to do-
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Another day.
Impossible- Can't photograph this house as it is- I
feel like dead people are watching me-
Critiques are most difficult for me- always have been.
Enjoy listening to the others talk about their work-
Yet, how much is there to talk about on waterfalls and
trees?? No logic- I glance at pretty pictures. They
only offer me an escape for a moment- Maybe that's
enough. There's a student in my group- He doesn't talk
much- He is always creating things- Sometimes he
doesn't even show up for the critiques- I like that-
His work is more important than the talk. He paints-
He ' s into Icons- Maybe that's why I painted those
Masks- I like him.
Start of Self-Portrait Sessions. Mid-Fall. 1986.
Murals not working- Outgrown them. Working in Attic
today- Not with just stuff that I create in the house-
Could do that anywhere.
No more Painting!
Last night, at home in Hornell, collected a few
personal things that I like. Dresses, negligees,
teddies, pearls, pictures, books, music, shoes,
perfume , and Peacock Feathers. Peacock feathers remind
me of pansies- The Pansy was my sorority's flower way
back when- Colors in it had some kind of religious
meaning they told us- In same sense, I think there is
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Same day-
some sort of spirituality about the peacock feather.
Feather represents perfection- Feather is artwork.
Feather is a treasure-
Feathers have strange smell, not bad, like incense I
think.
Attic too cold to work around in- can see my breath
when I breathe- Can't think when I'm cold. Changed my
mind. Going to work in dining room.
The Dress; I wore at my sister's wedding.
It is dark purple- Her color.
Took great pains with my hair and makeup- Still don't
look great in dress- Dress belongs in the south on a
brainless blonde with little to say-
Equipment- set up the dining room. My stage. I am the
actress. Arrangement includes chandelier, blue and
white Persian rug, me- Want to photograph an
expression- The room's expression- My expression- Want
everything to bend and swell according to the moment.
Want walls to feel my presence- Absorb me- Feel me.
One theater light aimed directly at my body- Crimson
gel- Three other lights situated as accents- Blue-
Yellow gels .
Enjoy working with 4x5 camera. Gives
"me"
a
sense of greatness- Size makes transparency easy to
work with- Hate carrying heavy tripod though.
Good session- Some difficulty however maneuvering
Later .
Next day
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cable-release. Had to camouflaged it. First tried
leaving it on floor- Tried stepping on release ball
with my shoe- Didn't work. When whirling-tripped over
it- Pumps weren't enough to push it down- Finally,
concealed it in my hand- With all the motion, I know it
won
' t show up .
Dining room Loved Me! I was timeless- I was a whirl- a
beautiful whirl. I liked looking into the round mirror
on the wall as I whirled- Vapor was seeping through
walls wrapping around me like a red cloak. I kept
looking up- To suck the vapor into my lungs and keep it
there- Capture it.
Transparencies a bit disappointing yet- Exciting -
Enjoy mystery of the unknown- I don't appear the way I
thought I would look- Ghostly, or, ghastly?
Transparencies are slightly dark- Doesn't bother me.
Not pleased with the colors however-
Mystery in transparencies intrigues me- (see Image #1)
Late Night Notes: Creating, Imagination and Meditation.
Objects stir up my
imagination- When I looked at
pearls today on the vanity thought of the word
"Absurd". What is absurd? Something
"still" that
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walks away from itself and grows and swells and shrinks
and disappears- Absurd is something that should never
be done to disturb the dead- I have absurd thoughts all
the time !
Imagination- Seeps or is squeezed out of every single
cell in my mind- Sometimes it is a good experience-
sometimes not. Sometimes I have a thought- It goes on
and on as if it were following a beautiful, sculptured,
shrub maze- When it stops- I push through the thick
wall- I wait until the thought stops or disappears.
Sometimes I'm afraid to push any further because I
think I will stop breathing and die.
The Bathroom. Winter. 1986
Concentrating on making colors from gels suggestive-
Want colors to coordinate with sensations. Using too
much purple- Need to adjust colors to fit the actors.
Note- equivalents. Moods created from colors or the
colors themselves could become equivalents- Purple
makes me feel a little melancholy and daring in a
suggestive way. Different intensities of the gelled
lighting could represent emotions- When the colors
change- the emotions change. Note: Are these
photographs dreams or stage performances?
( See Image #2)
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Bathroom-Next Day -
Nearly four o'clock.
Afternoon sun getting to where I can use it. Soft
light, coming through Venetian blinds- Need to open
blinds up a crack to let more light in-
Using different gels. Bathroom is my favorite room in
the house. Very small. Wanes-coating half way up the
walls- Purple paint on the other half- Not purple
actually- Lilac! Looking into bathroom from hall- can
see big old porcelain bathtub with its club feet and
there is a chipped porcelain sink. Next to bathtub,
is tall, narrow, wooden towel cabinet- Above sink is
old medicine cabinet. In one corner there is metal
corner shelf with little trinkets placed on it-
Porcelain birds and pill boxes- Little soaps and flower
smelling powders all around. Normal size window above
tub with shears and Venetian blind. Blinds are filthy-
Lots of rust.
Creating something suggestive today- Something this
bathroom has never seen- Isn't it funny how I am trying
to appall this house as if it were alive?
Quick thoughts: Red excites me. Green negligee with
bold black lace is good-blues-violets- Yellow?
Lighting difficult- Can't find good location for 4 x
5-
One light hidden behind toilet- Orange gel- One light
on floor next to toilet- Yellow- Five lights on
tee-
stand- Softer gels- Another light on floor next to
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door- Orange gel- Changed light behind toilet, aimed at
tub-Crimson gel .
Props: Elegant Halloween porcelain mask set on metal
corner shelf- Green negligee- Black pumps- pearls-
cigarettes .
Placed a peacock feather in tub- Light makes shadow of
it. Will be using peacock feathers from now on- in all
scenes- Will be my accent mark or signature- To say
that I have done the work or... To say that my
presence is in this scene
The scene
Woman arrives. It has been a long night of many
pleasures. She enters the house quietly- No one is
around- She moves delicately not wishing to disturb the
peace- Walks through the house, down long hallway and
into bathroom. She sits down on cover of toilet and
contemplates- Should she go back out? Call a friend?
She leans her head back against the wall- Closes her
eyes allowing her mind to whisper to her. After a time
she gets up - leans over and turns on the water in the
tub- Not too hot- She lingers there for a moment
allowing her nostrils to fill up with steam. She
leaves for a moment- Returns with negligee and a
Brandy- Mozart heard in the background .
Note: Positioned gown, pearls, shoes and peacock
feather. Need another accent. Placed red gel over a
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flashlight- Aimed it at sink basin- Moving flashlight
in circular motion. Metered every light source keeping
within one and a half stops. Exposure approximately
between 15 and 17 seconds- Will bracket for unknown
effects .
Story is picked up later and continued.
She lites up a cigarette.
She slowly undresses dropping her black satin,
strapless evening dress, panty-hose and undergarments
onto the floor .
She steps into the steamy tub- Lowering herself gently
into the water
Her lips feel the sweet burning taste of the brandy.
She does not move.
The phone rings.
She is aroused out of her slumbering state- lets it
ring for
awhile- Slowly rises up and steps out.
She leaves the bathroom- Her cigarette smolders.
She does not return.
Note: Actors played well today- Lighting was on time-
Bracketed quite a bit because holding flashlight was
cumbersome- Liked the way the gels vibrated to Mozart.
The Red Chair. Winter. 1987
Owl flew out as I drove in today-
I'm really pushing to get my work done
now-
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Lots of snow on the ground today.
Carried all equipment down to cellar- Steps are steep-
Pipe railing dangerous. I love the mustiness. Playing
down here was so much fun when I was small. Granny
always had cases of Anderson pop in all flavors. She
had them deliver it from the distributors down the way-
I loved the cherry Pop!
Lots of props to use down here; old vases, jars,
clothes, florist paraphernalia. Found an army group
picture with my grandfather, Milton, in it. Decided to
work near the cellar door- Cement steps lead to outside
storm doors- Big latch on cellar door- Opened it.
Cement steps lead to double storm doors-Folded them
back. Sun streams through onto cement steps. Old
pitcher and other items sitting on cement steps- Left
them alone- Thought: Sometimes I just can't move
something that has sat in the same spot for a long
time- It bothers me to do so- Will leave everything as
it is for this scene.
Oil pump sitting on the floor next to the
door-
Lots of things hanging from ceiling: paper bags,
cloths, baskets and tools- Great shadow effects with
the tools- It is very dark down here- not much light
coming though slant cellar windows.
Beaten up old metal lawn chair.
Situated lights so they are focused at main event- Lawn
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chair- Use red gel. Highlights: electrical outlet-
Yellow gel, Cement pedestals- Royal blue gel, Pump-
Orange gel .
There is a story. Something is either about to happen
or has already happened- Sweating- I know I have
something- Chill from the air refreshing- My heart is
beating so hard- ( See Image #3)
Few Hours Later .
After a lot of playing around with the lighting-
Finally worked out the plot.
Plot:
Woman fleeing. She descends the steep stairs and
hastily yet not urgently makes her way around toward
the back. Something happens- She is detained only for
a second- The lawn chair knows what has happened- It is
glowing! It is a hot seat.
Her left black lace shoe is sitting on the cement
steps- Her oriental orange silk print scarf is caught
on the storm doors leading out into the white snow-
Scarf blows back and forth as the wind catches it.
Whatever happened was not devastating but important
enough that the cellar and the lawn chair remember it.
I feel it was something frightening-
Final thoughts-Same Day.
All worked well. Actors knew what to do- Leading actor
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was radiating. I asked myself- Was there empathy in
this scene? I don't know why that is important to me-
However, I think there was. Each of the actors,
(chair, light switch, pedestal, shoe, scarf, and black
space), in the play worked together as a whole- I
worked with them- There was understanding and
compassion between all. Mystery spilled out into the
scene. Something had happened during this work that
had nothing to do with the objects themselves- There
was tension within- it was also in me .
During the shoot, I spent considerable time on the
lighting. Because it was so dark, the colors from the
gels flooded with full saturation. I used
approximately nine lamps in the scene and made many
exposures. There was considerable mind organization
involved. I wanted to capture a moment and pull
everything in front of the camera into the involvement
I anticipated that the white light coming through the
cellar door would appear over-exposed. This was fine
as the exit needed attention. The light switch by the
door had to appear gold. The various things that are
hanging from the ceiling became living shapes. They
had a real presence and were necessary to this scene.
Winter . Late February. 1987
It is unusually warm today for February- Love the smell
of, "Beginnings of Spring "-Warm sun shining on old
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dirty snow- Mud and manure from the farm give off a
sweet scent
Gone back to the Attic again- It is warm now.
Incredible props to work with up here- Old clothes,
books, my grandmother's memo pads and stationary. Two
antique children's rocking chairs- Old picture of my
mother when she was about 5 years old. A mirror.
There is a strange thing that looks like it once was an
old mirror hanging on a scissor-like apparatus. Could
possibly be a plant hanger- Millions of cobwebs
throughout- Lots and lots of walnut shells. Found a
flour barrel full of old dresses and curtains. At the
bottom was my mother's white satin wedding gown.
Took out the curtains- Mostly dotted Swiss shears- So
brittle they crumbled like eggshells- Perfect for
layering effects- Hung them from the rafters- Tried not
to tear them- Hung some way in the back close to where
rafters meet the floor. Far in the corner is a huge
striped feather tick- Good variation- Patterns are
interesting. Different textures of rice papers
mingling in and
out- Dusty clothes line attached to two
rafters- Placed clothes on it- Left rusty hangers on
line also. Brought black ruffled negligee to use-
Gown has so many layers- Remember it was impossible to
sleep in- Pinned gown onto one of the curtains so
that it swoops-Makes a shape- Placed purple lighting in
back of it- Incredible shadow has developed from the
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negligee. Brought up a vase full of peacock feathers-
Placed light on and around them- Shadows from the
Eeathers flow from paper to paper and into the shears.
Note: Shadows will be important and necessary forms in
this scene- Possibly actors. They play against each
other in a suggestive way-
Self-Portrait today.
Same Day . Another scene .
Yellow gel makes entire attic appear translucent
almost hazy-
Props: My Steamboat Springs Cowboy hat, light gray with
deer fur band around it- Turquoise stone embedded in
the fur- Set hat on a chair in the foreground- Layers
of materials behind it-
Thinking about Robert. ( See Image #4)
Scene
The warm winds in Australia are blowing through the
shears and rice papers- Cowboy hat is the Star.
She walked from tent to tent, sand attaching to the
droplets of perspiration on her body- Her mind
encouraging her to move on. She enters the largest
tent. The only sound she can hear is from the cotton
sides flapping gently against the poles. She cannot
find the room. She lightly plays with the cotton
netting that keeps the insects
out- The nets are
everywhere- She pushes through layers and layers until-
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Something else has entered and pushed this thought
right Out! Different World. My thoughts, actions and
soul are moving through the scene. Time has become
difficult- There doesn't seem to be just one period of
time. It's as if Grannie, Mom and I are all mixed in
this room together- I can see us!
Everything is wispy, nothing exact.
I am a part of this room- Almost like- I am hammered to
the rafters- I can feel the presence of many people- I
am dealing with three fantasies, not just my own. This
is wonderful- almost like what I imagine a
hallucination might be like- I am rolling- rolling-
I like it here- I want to stay and never leave- It is
frightening yet I am not afraid- It won't stop-
Three Days Later.
Attic session successful- Yellows spectacular in
transparencies- Like sand!
Went back and read what I wrote during session-
Frightens me- XX it out of journal.
Early March 1987. Bedroom.
Decided to start work in the back bedroom. Lovely-
Warm sun is streaming through Venetian blinds and down
into hallway. Props: Black strapless cocktail dress,
black-lace pumps, artificial battery-operated red rose,
round mirror above the bed. Red Teddy.
Technical Thoughts. Same Day.
Know exactly what has to be done- Situated camera at
the opposite end of the hallway in den, at front of
house. Through view finder- Can see hallway leading to
bedroom- Using artificial rose- Tacky- But lights up-
Need the accent- Placed it under bed. Working the gels
and lighting so that reds, purples and blues radiate
from bedroom. Combined greens and yellows to make
chartreuse- Aimed at opened door- Chartreuse bleeds
onto molding's in hallway. There is a back door on the
left side of the hallway- It is close to the entrance
of the bedroom, directly across from the bathroom
entrance. Door has a half-window with Venetian blinds
covering it. Allowed small amount of light to flow
through blinds. Red teddie lying on left side of gray-
striped feather tick- Dress hangs off door- Shoes on
hardwood floor in hallway- Placed peacock feather in
den- Feather appears in mirrors- Good depth and
perspective. Long cable release cord runs along hall
into bathroom. Timing exposures crucial. Estimating
between one and one an a quarter minutes- Using kitchen
timer. Spent considerable time framing out picture and
focusing- Walls must be straight and not barrel.
Anything that doesn't move must be exact and crisp.
Everything fits into place- Everything is perfect.
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Later . !
Decided after much bracketing to change scene.
No old fantasies- Making up a new one.
Steps to be taken: Put Red Teddie on. Quickly walk
from bathroom. Get onto bed. Lie there until timer
goes off. Get up. Walk back to bathroom. Close
shutter .
Ran into a problem- Had to go outside and find a heavy
brick to hold down bulb at end of cable-reiease .
Books weren't heavy enough. Stopped to shut Venetian
blinds down a bit for a softer light. ( See Image #7)
Later on after Shoot.
This shoot says it all- Know it is good.
Dangerous- Alluring -
While I was lying on the bed- I moved my head back and
forth for a slight blurred effect- as if I were saying
no. . .but yes . . .
Later that same night.
This is the last of the plays- Haven't taken
transparencies in to be developed- Know they are good.
Can't think of anything more that would top Bedroom.
Composing sessions are done.
Late Night Printing Notes. Two Weeks Before Show.
Working non-stop tonight- Others working here with me
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My eyes are blurry and burning from the intense
concentration at the enlarger- I JUST WANT TO PULL MY
HAIR OUT!!!!! Said "no" to a Rathskeller run- Can't
do it tonight-
One Week Before Show.
Started getting the pictures ready for frames.
Thought the hard part was over. WRONG! Dust clings to
Cibachrome like flies to a fly strip, plus. . .Had to be
extremely careful when using the air pump. Moisture
from nozzle flies onto Cibachrome- leaves a stain-
OH MISERY HAS COME UPON ME!
I'm never going to get done.
I love the way the pictures look all framed .
Picked out black matting and black metal
frames-
Black accentuates colors- Makes them Pop Out!
April 16. 1987.
This is it- It's finally going to be over- No time to
write today.
Now the photographs are my final notations.
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Conclusion
The state of awareness of the visions that occurred during
the work of "Time Puzzle" has moved on. I had reached the
highness of the peacock on the rafters. I made my life as
colorful as the peacocks feathers. I no longer needed the
safeness and the security that the house and its memories once
provided, nor the protection from the wise old owl. However, I
realized if I continued with the alcohol I would eventually end
up like the figure in the corner.
I am no longer inhibited by my perceptions as they were,
they have not gone out of existence; they have carried through
with a power of their own and are focused on a different
consciousness. Today I am using many of the ideas and memories
that I acquired while creating "Time Puzzle", but I am
introducing new spiritual elements into my fantasy worlds. These
elements are not as controlling and manipulating. Sensuality
blends into my new works and is less sexually contrived. There
is also a new element of realism that has entered the work. The
original visions that made up "Time
Puzzle" have disintegrated
and scattered but have not disappeared. They are preserved and
are being applied in different ways. I love the photographs that
I created. I have no desire, today, to change any of them. They
are a part of me, as are ray journals. They allow me to see the
obstacles I have over come. "Time Puzzle" is a representation of
personal growth and carries its meaning within myself.
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Photographic Equipment
Camera : Sinar f, 4 X 5 view camera .
Lens: 90mm, 120mm, 135mm, 210mm.
Film: 4X5 EKTACHROME 100 Professional Film/6122
Printing Paper: Cibachrome II Deluxe Glossy.
Lighting: 6" Fresnel Tungsten Halogen Lamps and Flash
Filters: Various Rosco Filters to balance indoor and
outdoor light and to create special effects
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Photographs
Image #1 . Sel f -Portrait . Dining Room
Image #2. Bathroom.
Image #3. The Red Chair-
Image #4. The Hat .
Image #5. The Gown.
Image #6. The Rocking Chair.
Image #7. The Bedroom.
Image #8. The Sun Room.








